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work-like and flocculent appearances so often Observed
in the fmth which is: formed when the tide breaks on
the seashore may he explained 1:1 11 511111131 manner.

HAROLD WAGER.
‘vVest Park, Leeds. Apt“ 14.

5111 Extension :31 the Spectrum 111 the Extreme
Uittaxwoiet.

T118: researches; of Schumann 1ed him to extend
the spectrum to the neighbourhood of wave-Jength
1250. His limiting waveJength was determined by
the absorption Of the fluorite which. formed a neces-
sary part of his apparents. In 1904 I succeeded in
pushing the limit to waveieng-h 1030 by the use 01 a
concave diffraction grating.

1x912131111y I have renewed the atack or: 111e prome111,
with the resu1t tile" 1 have succeeded in p11010g12tph--
ing the speetrum of hydrogen to wave16.1:z111 905
'1.16. extension is (1-.1.6, not so much to any 111,11damenta.
change in the nature of the apparatus 215 to an im~
movement in technique cansequent on an experience
01‘ ten years.

it is a characteristic of the region investigated by
Schumann between wavemiengths .1850 and 1250 that,
while hydrogen yimds a rich secondary spectrum, with
the possible exception Of one line, 11::- radiation has
been discovered be10nging to the primary spectrum.
On 11‘ ether hand, in the new regien between the
Emit . 11y fluerite and wavelength 9’05, a disruptive
dis<eharge in h“drogenfm‘oduces a primary spectrum
01 great interest 111.1115: 11p of per'h.aps a dozen 11:19.5.
These 111185 are 31an73 accofimpanied 111 pun: hydrogen
by members cf the secondary spectrum, but they may
11:; obtainev: alone if hehum containing a trace of
hydrogen. is; employed.
Results Obtained 11011: W.cuum tubes when a strong

disruptive discharge is used. must a1ways be, inter;
preted with caution sineC1“: the material 101111 from the
tube itself sometimes furnishes impurities. In the
present case, it will be some time before the effect of
such impurities can be 43511111311311. However, it 111.:11'
11:: stated with some degree of 'r'tainty that the
diff se seiies pt’e.1cted in this region by R11}: has
11:36.11 discovered. The first member at 1216 13 10111111
tr;- be greedy intensified by the disruptive discharge,
and the hext 11:11; at 1026 aepeers 21150, though very
faintiy. This diffuse series 1- 31’s 21 simp1e relation to
Balmc ’5 10m1u1a. Fohowing the same kind of argu«
ment a sharp 501"85 cerresp01161119; to the Pickering
series might be ex:e11t€d The new 1:31.011 appears
to V'ieid two lines belongig 1:) 15:11:11 21 reiation at 1118
ositions demanded by ca1cu1at10h.

THEODORE LV‘MAN.
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The fitmeture :11 Meme 311:1 Msflecmes.

SINCE in an e1r1b01‘ate criticism of B01‘1r"5 theory 011
the constitution of atoms and mo1ec111e5, Prof. j. W.
Ni::ho‘-=:0n, as: in 11131611'tez' t0 Nx’rthE (February '5,

‘1 ) comes to the 1:0. -::1u ‘011 (Phi Mag. , \XV .
5360,1914) that the vale=n..1e:. of 11th m bervfihflm

harem C10. 011 Bohr’s theory an: 1101111 accord with
experience, and 11' the'eiectre1: ' in"me atomseare to be
111 one Mane, we must. e1the1‘ (11"r1r1011 130hr’s method
of calctdating ’aiency and (genera11y) Bohr”s
theory Of the atoms; more comalex than hydrogen and
1101111: mm’ give up van den 13109.165 hypothesis, that
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the charge 01 the nucleus sf Rutherforfi’s atom is
61111111 t0 ‘}the atomu: nL1rrib:3.r(.VhiCh hynothesis was
accepted?) Bohr 215 one of is fur:damenta1 assump—

  

t10n5‘), I .1133? be £11101!ed to add some 1’»:
previous letter 011 this sub
1914).
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Fe: these atoms at 1east this hypothesis is 21 mere
expression of experimental facts. The hydrogen atom
is known to lose never mme than one e1<3ctmh, and
the hetiu:n atom never more tnzzn-two,2121,0(1 of 9011 ‘36,
never one to form an electro1y11c10r1, W11 lithium,
beryllium bore011, a'11]. carbon can 1ose or, in C11ethical
(1111-311133031, (1.511059. 0. I 2, 3, 4 e1ectt'011s tamertwe1y
Furth«31‘, the number of e1é3ctmns pex atom 113.5 been
proved to be nearly equal to half -.:1--:3 atomic weigh.
(Rmhenm:1 B; 1113), 111111 111 the cage 01' caxLOH to be
six (Rutherford Phil. Mag.) V01 xxvi. , p. 711, 1913).
Since the 11111111111-131’ 0- eiectmns per atom must be
an integer here, at least. .0 <:-1:11re so.111:1:111 seems 10
be p0531b1e 1112111 th'..t the number of eleetn111; per
211'om surrounding the nudeus, and hence the nuclear
charge, is 8:31:31 to 1.1113 atomir number.

Further mentiening Museley‘s pxevious expeetiments
on highfreaueney spectra (undertaken 1’01 the express
purpose of testincr 11: 11:01:11:number hypothis ; , ahed
criticising the theoreticat :1ed11ct‘,10115 derived by M-35
Iey from these experiments, 111011015011 concludes: that
they have 511::wn m:- 1'e12-t1011 to 130111"5 theory (Zoe. 511.,
'1. 564)., Now in another paper Moselley, .“0111 further
experiments on highfrequency spectra, preves (Phil.
Mag” V01 xxvii. , p. 703, 11114) that the frequency of
any line in me Xray spectra is approximately prepor
110.131 to A(i‘VIn-b): where A and b are constants 1701‘
each series and M the atomic number (ca1led by
Mose1ey N) of the. 6.18111th1, is identified with the num~
her 01‘ pm: 111:: 11:11-ts 0f eEeetncity contained in the
atomic nucleus, so than these experiments ”give the
strongest possible support” 1'0 this; atamic numbe.’
1137:10thesis (lac. £11., p. 712).. The number of rare~
ea‘th e1ement5 as given by Mose1ey is the only excep-
£1011.

That 17 is; much finger for he “1." hues than fo:
the “K" lines 511ggests, according to Moseley (.11
agmement with my own views NA'IURE, December
25. 1913} that the "L’" system is situated the further
from the nucleus. If $0, 21119 number of electrons
nearest the nucleus, en-‘i :10t=:;,,, the term arising
from the. 11.11{ence of the electrons in a ring 011 each
:1her. and fu.‘ the “K. 11.1195; 11, like 1), must be
uni Ly, as :21cuiated by Ni110151711 on Boh"’s theory.
For the “L" 1111125, according 1.0 11105561637y 27:74, but
it 9311 easfly be seen from the tables: that if (M~b)
be here augmented by 08 per cent, all values are

.3 (:0 2), and. 12:773.1121 71:: a‘rain, but perhaps
the 1211: 201’ 5/36 111. Mosele1’5 interpretation cannot be
retained.

Hence, though this number 7 requires confirmation,
principafiy, for the “K” 11:11: at least 13--')h1"5
thmry is 1:113:43 in agreement with Moseley5' ex
11'1t3nts,an-ti With the atomic number hypothesis
oniy the 1requencie;s:, 1311-: 315:0 the minimum velocity
of €1€£LYOHS 1equimed to excite this radiat1011 and the

orption of it (1:1 :31 1131111111111) haw.1 been proved (lac.
. 1 10 depend 011 the atomic nu;.rxber verV nearly, and
Nicho‘152011” 5; (:20m1usi-011 that the 2110:1111: 1111mbers are
not correct dues not 1101a, '(11’ (Mmb). not M. 15 one
unit 1ess for the K radiation than the cortestz-onding
atomic number 8111,1‘.or11 31113110gV qur’s 1iithum
atom 21.5 Vve‘11 as \1cn0.5orx" ring of three electrom
must 11.3 given 1191-3: 0- three one electron (0) must
be very near me nucleus, one (n) near but outsi this

11:51 one, an" one as electmn 0f valency must be
pperiphettc.

Further 1119 veioci V_ of e1ectror1s. required to €XC1UZ
this radiation according 1.0 W'iddingtora equal 1'0
105 xai:(m’xi-c wexght 1211-jsee., 15 more. acc11rate1y em.11
.0124x 103(Mu 1,1cm./'S’.<:., than for Cr Fe, N1, C11,
Zn and Se; the last tc-rmuia gives for the canstam
reduced 1'0 unity 0-99. 1°66, 1-02, 1-00, (1&7, 1-0-1), While
the first gives 0-99, 1-05. 1416, 0-90, 0-98, @194 respec-
tiver. Since the absorbahihty of the excited radial»
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